Abstract: Rett syndrome (RTT) is mainly caused by mutations in methyl CpG-binding protein 2,
98

Results
99
Structural order-disorder properties of RTT-causing proteins during chordate evolution
100
We retrieved 97, 113, and 108 chordates sequences of MeCP2, CDKL5, and FOXG1, respectively,
101
and constructed a heat map of structural order-disorder propensity for each RTT-causing protein 
123
JARID1B binding domain, nuclear localization signal, and nuclear export signal, respectively.
125
Rate of evolution per site in RTT-causing proteins
126
We calculated the evolutionary rate of RTT-causing proteins in chordates to investigate its 127 relationship with structural features and the distribution of pathogenic RTT-causing missense 128 mutations. We used the human sequence as reference and determined standardized evolutionary 5 of 20 rate scores (Z scores), with values greater than or less than zero reflecting evolution at a faster and 130 slower than average rate, respectively (Figure 2 and Supplementary Table S2 ). The results showed 131 that evolutionary rates per site showed similar patterns in all proteins, with low rates of evolution 132 more commonly observed in domains and ordered regions; some exceptional cases such as the 133 transcriptional repression domain (TRD) of MeCP2 showed a higher rate of amino acid substitution.
134
On the other hand, non-domain regions that were also usually disordered-excluding the ordered 135 region surrounding a domain in FOXG1-typically exhibited a higher evolutionary rate, although 136 some regions with low rates of evolution were nonetheless detected (Fig. 2) . This was corroborated 137 by the distribution of evolutionary rates for predicted structural order-disorder residues in the three
138
RTT-causing proteins, with disordered residues showing a wide and overlapping distribution that 139 reflected their conservation (P < 2.2e−16 for CDKL5 and FOXG1 and P < 6.409e−08 for MeCP2, Mann-
140
Whitney U test; Fig. 3 ). 
177
Ser134Cys, overlapped with) phosphorylation sites (Fig. 2) , although the frequency of cases 178 harboring these mutation sites was low (only one for each). 
191
belonged to class 1 whereas FOXG1 belonged to class 2 (Fig. 4) . conformation) [7] [8] [9] . To obtain insight into the evolution of proteins with IDRs in association with 244 pathogenic RTT-associated missense mutation, in this study we analyzed the evolution of the RTT-
245
causing proteins MeCP2, FOXG1, and CDKL5, in the context of structural order-disorder and rate of 246 amino acid substitution per site. We found that all three proteins had a conformation that was 247 conserved across chordates, with IDR residues that evolved rapidly. However, the distributions of 248 evolutionary rates of disordered residues were broad and overlapped with those of ordered residues,
249
indicating that some disordered residues were conserved.
250
Based on these observations, we identified structurally conserved disordered regions with 251 slowly and rapidly evolving residues reflecting constrained and flexible disorder, respectively [19] .
252
For the latter, despite rapid evolution of residues, the change from structurally disordered to ordered 
312
Among the 237 class 1 or 2 genes, 233 were detected in the cerebral cortex with nine expressed 313 at a high level (Fig. 6) 
362
of the rate of evolution of each residue were then integrated with the structural order-disorder 363 prediction result and the distribution of the rate of evolution in the structural order and disorder of each 364 protein was evaluated with the Mann-Whitney U test using R software. 
Point mutations in RTT-causing proteins
374
Point mutations in CDKL5, FOXG1, and MeCP2 were identified from RettBASE [34] . We selected Table S2 ). The frequency 380 counts of observed cases of RTT-associated mutation in two variables of each sequence feature category
381
were compared with the sequence feature proportion based on the prediction using the chi-square test,
382
Fisher's exact test, and Yates's chi-square test for sequence feature categories with a score greater than 383 or equal to 5 for all variables, a score less than 5, and a score of 0, respectively. 
399
Comparisons of protein expression levels were not shown as a ratio so that proteins with high 400 expression did not skew the results (Equations 1-3) . The mean and standard deviation were derived 401 from Equations (1) and (2) and the range was obtained from Equation (3). The range in Equation (3) 402 was taken as the tissue for each of the specifically expressed proteins-i.e., the value was "1" when
403
included in the range of Equation (3) (1)
Here, μ, s, n, and x are the mean, standard deviation, number of samples, and one sample,
407
respectively. The value of 1.65 in Equation (3) is the standard confidence factor for extracting data 408 outside the 90% confidence interval.
409
8 GO analysis
410
Specific GO categories in the target protein group were obtained using the Panther tool [74] .
411
Categories with an appearance frequency of P < 0.05 were defined as protein group-specific. 
